


About Secondary Glazing

Secondary glazing is a discreet internal
window that is installed to the interior of
your home. It provides enhanced
acoustic and thermal performance while
improving security.

Secondary glazing is designed for all building types,
it works in conjunction with your primary windows
and is a proven solution to reduce noise levels,
increase thermal insulation and enhance levels of
home security.

Secondary glazing is designed to blend in
seamlessly with all homes, including listed
properties and modern buildings. It has grown in
popularity as it is an affordable and attractive
solution to prevent noise from entering your home
and to help reduce heating costs.

Our range of modern secondary glazing is available
in a wide range of styles and colours, it can be
customised to accommodate your budget while
making your home quieter and warmer.

Secondary double glazing from Arctic Glaze is
manufactured from slimline aluminium and can be
powder coated in over 200 colours. This gives the
option to match your home aesthetic and ensures it
is discreet and unobtrusive. We offer a wide range
of products that are available in all sizes and
shapes. Our range of bespoke aluminium secondary
glazing can be installed with speciality glass that
provides optimum thermal, acoustic and security
performance.

If you live next to a busy road, struggle with heat
retention or want to increase your home security
Arctic Glaze can help.

Arctic Glaze is acknowledged as the
UK’s leading specialist designer,
supplier and installer of bespoke
aluminium secondary glazing. We
provide solutions that will substantially
increase both acoustic and thermal
performance while offering additional
security features.

As leading specialists, we provide
tailored solutions to increase the
performance of your existing windows.

Alongside offering bespoke secondary
glazing, we can source, supply and
install a wide range of primary glazing
products including; aluminium, timber
and UPVC windows and composite
doors.

Established for over 15 years, we
understand that high quality,
exceptional performance and a
discreet installation is what matters to
our customers. We source and install
the very best products where our
qualified installation teams have been
trained to offer an unparalleled service.



Colours To Complement All Homes

Traditional White: Gloss Cream: Satin

Pure White: Satin Anthracite Grey: Satin

Van Dyke Brown: Gloss Black: Satin

Our durable aluminium frames are powder
coated where you can choose from over 200
RAL colours. Customising the colour gives
you the flexibility to match the interior of your
room, allowing the secondary glazing to blend
in seamlessly.

Popular Colours

80% Noise Reduction

Secondary Glazing offers the most effective sound
insulation and can decrease noise levels by as much as
54dB. To provide optimum acoustic performance
recommend the installation of an acoustic laminated glass.

65% Thermal Insulation

Secondary Glazing substantially improves the thermal
insulation of existing windows and can help reduce energy
costs. To provide optimum thermal performance
recommend the installation of an Low-E glass.

Increased Security

Secondary windows offer an affordable, discreet, highly
effective solution to enhancing building security.



Horizontal Sliders:

Horizontal sliders are a versatile and slimline
secondary glazing system that is available with a
combination of two to five panels, they include twin
brush seals that provide optimum thermal and
acoustic insulation.

Vertical Sliders:

Vertical sliding secondary glazing is designed to
complement both period and modern houses that
showcase box sash windows. Balanced vertical sliders
match the style, function and aesthetic of traditional
box sash windows

Hinged Casements:

Hinged secondary glazing offers many benefits
including a reduction in noise entering your home,
enhanced thermal installation and additional security.
Where home security is a concern, hinged units are
manufactured with secure multi-point locking.

Lift Outs:

Lift out secondary glazing provides a simple and
effective solution for homes that have low thermal and
acoustic insulation. They are the ideal secondary
glazing solution to treat windows that require
occasional access for maintenance and cleaning.

Secondary Glazing Product Range:



Horizontal sliders are a versatile and slimline
secondary glazing system that is available
with a combination of two to five panels,.
They include twin brush seals that provide
optimum thermal and acoustic insulation.

Horizontal sliders are commonly installed to
wider windows as they can be manufactured
to over four meters wide. The panels slide
horizontally on durable brass rollers and
securley lock into the aluminium outer frame
to offer enhanced security.

They are designed to be installed within all
homes to substantially reduce notice
entering the property and reduce heat loss.

Their slimline appearance ensures a discreet
finish where they can be powder coated in
over 200 RAL colours.

Each panel can be individually lifted out of
the outer frame allowing you to easily clean
the rear of the panels and to provide total
access to the primary windows for cleaning
and maintenance.

When specifying horizontal sliders, we
recommend each panel size is measured to
match the style of your primary window. If
you have 3 panes of glass within your
primary window, the secondary glazed
panels would be manufactured to match
this. Matching the style of your primary
window will make the secondary double
glazing discreet and practically invisible from
the exterior of the building.

Horizontal Sliding Secondary Glazing

SS4 SS5

SS2 SS3 CO3

Product Styles:

Product Features:

1. Slim, unobtrusive aluminium

profile

2. Smooth sliding action on panels

for easy operation using brass

wheels

3. All panels lift out for complete

access to the primary window

4. Improved noise and thermal

installation

5. Suitable to have bevelled timber

subframe to fix into bays /splayed

reveals

6. Can be coupled or stacked with

other units in the range to treat

large areas of glazing or long runs

of windows

7. Available in right hand (RH) or

left hand (LH) orientation

Horizontal sliding secondary glazing is extremely popular as it provides a slimline
solution, it is multi-functional and a perfect addition for most domestic and properties.



Balanced vertical sliders match the style,
function and aesthetic of traditional box sash
windows where durable spiral balances
support the panels. The glass panes are self-
supporting and will safely remain in place in
an open position.

Where home security is a concern, our range
of vertical sliding secondary glazing features
a fitch catch that is centrally located on the
secondary glazing window system. Once the
panels are in a closed position, the fitch
catch can be securely locked.

Vertical sliding secondary glazing is available
in several styles which include a tilt-in
function (with or without restrictors) or
without a tilt-in function. To offer an easy
clean facility, we would always recommend
the installation of a tilt-in balanced vertical
slider with a restrictor. Both panels rotate
180° within the secondary glazing frame and
tilt inward. The restrictor is designed to
safely hold the panels in place when they are
in a tilt position. This tilt function provides
access to the back of the panels allowing
you to clean the rear of the system easily.

Vertical sliding secondary glazing is
designed to complement your property while
reducing heat loss and prevent noise from
entering your home. Our secondary glazing
range is manufactured with modern Q-lon
and wool-pile seals. Once the panels are
closed and securely locked, these seals
provide enhanced insulation making your
home both quiet and warm.

Vertical Sliding Secondary Glazing

BVS TBVS

Product Styles:

Product Features:

1. Slim, unobtrusive aluminium

profile

2. Smooth sliding action utilising

spring balances to ensure ease of

use and to support the weight of

the panel

3. Improved noise and thermal

installation

4. Enhanced Security

5. Suitable for arched applications

6. Suitable to have bevelled timber

subframe to fix into bays /splayed

reveals

7. Can be coupled or stacked with

other units in the range to treat

large areas of glazing or long runs

of windows

Vertical sliding secondary glazing is designed to complement both period and modern
houses that have box sash windows.



Hinged secondary glazing offers many
benefits including a reduction in noise
entering your home, enhanced thermal
installation and additional security.

Where home security is a concern, hinged
units are manufactured with a multi-point
locking system. Our multi-point locking
ensures the glazed panel locks securely in
place and pulls the panel tight to the outer
frame, this creates a seal that will decrease
heat loss.

With no transoms or mullions to spoil the
view, our hinged secondary glazing windows
are a truly unobtrusive secondary glazing
system.

Hinged casements provide full access to
your primary window allowing you to
maintain and clean. The glazed panel opens
into the room, making it easy to clean the
back of the secondary glazed system.
Hinged units can be manufactured with the
hinges positioned left, right, or top-hung to
match the style and function of your primary
windows (most commonly the hinges are
placed on the left).

You can install our hinged secondary glazing
system to any style of window from
casement to traditional box sash. The
heritage hinged unit is the only secondary
glazing product that is available with an
energy-efficient double-glazed unit, this is
beneficial to homes that suffer from low
thermal insulation.

Hinged Casements

Product Styles:

Product Features:

1. Slim, unobtrusive aluminium

profile

2. Easy opening due to internal

gearing

3. Multi-point locking for enhanced

security

4. Suitable for arched and shaped

applications

5. Suitable to have bevelled timber

subframe to fix into bays splayed

reveals

6. Can be coupled or stacked with

other units in the range to treat

large areas of glazing or long runs

of windows

7. Can be supplied with restrictors

8. Can be double glazed

Hinged units will retain the character of your home whilst keeping it peaceful, warm and
secure. For enhanced thermal insulation it is available with a double glazed sealed unit.

HU D-HHU



Lift out secondary glazing provides a simple
and effective solution for homes that have
low thermal and acoustic insulation. They are
the ideal secondary glazing solution to treat
windows that require occasional access for
maintenance, cleaning and ventilation.

This simple secondary glazing solution
allows the glazed panel to lift out of the
secure outer frame giving you access to your
primary window and the rear of the
secondary glazed panel. The integrated lift
bar surrounding the glazed panel allows it to
be lifted up into the top of the secondary
glazing outer frame. The panel can then be
swung inwards to provide easy removal.

For enhanced security and durability, our lift
out range is manufactured from a twin-track
aluminium profile, this substantially
increases the rigidity of the product which
intern provides additional security. As a
result of the two-track system, our lift outs
can be manufactured in larger sizes whilst
supporting thicker glass.

As standard our lift out secondary glazing
system is installed with draught-proofing
(wool-pile insert) to the glass panel, this
provides additional thermal and acoustic
insulation as it creates a seal when the panel
is in place.

Lift outs are the perfect solution to treat
smaller windows. When treating larger
windows we can stack and couple multiple
lift outs together, this reduces the individual
weight of each glazed panel and makes
removing the panels simple.

Lift Out Secondary Glazing

Product Styles:

Product Features:

1. Slim, unobtrusive aluminium

profile

2. Economical option to secondary

glaze primary window

3. Improved noise and thermal

installation

4. Suitable for arched applications

5. Suitable to have bevelled timber

subframe to fix into bays /splayed

reveals

6. Can be coupled or stacked with

other units in the range to treat

large areas of glazing or long runs

of windows

7. Easy to remove the panel for

cleaning and maintenance of

primary window

Lift out secondary glazing is one of our most cost-effective secondary glazing solutions.
They are suitable for all homes and provide excellent acoustic and thermal insulation.



Period properties with original timber
casement windows can be problematic
for homeowners as they often allow heat
to escape. Poor thermal insulation can
substantially increase energy
consumption leading to higher heating
costs.

This beautiful farmhouse was built in the
17th century and is Grade II Listed. With
the listed nature of the building the
homeowners were prohibited from

upgrading or altering their period
casement windows. With the need to
make their home warmer and increase
energy efficiency, the homeowner
contacted Arctic Glaze to understand
how their range of bespoke secondary
glazing could help.

Post survey, Arctic Glaze recommended
the installation of 19 secondary glazed
windows with a 4mm toughened Low-E
glass.

Arctic Glaze transform Grade II Listed farmhouse in to a peaceful and
warm home with bespoke secondary glazing.

Low-E glass is often recommended as it reflects
heat back into the room. A microscopic coating
less then the thickness of a human hair is
applied to the glass, this coating provides
optimum thermal performance and often
decreases heat-loss by as much as 60%.

To ensure a discreet aesthetic and minimise the
visual impact from the exterior of the property,
Arctic glazed advised the addition of slimline
horizontal sliders and lift outs. A

Horizontal sliders are designed to provide full
access to the primary window whilst offering
enhanced thermal and acoustic performance.
Arctic Glaze often recommend the installation of
horizontal sliders as they slimline, each panel
can be lifted out of the outer-frame to give
access for cleaning and allows homeowners to
easily clean the rear of the panels.

This project was particularly challenging as the
interior of the building showcased rendered
plaster which was curved around the window
aperture. To ensure a finished aesthetic, Arctic
Glaze individually scribed finishing trim around
the secondary glazed system.

With a mess-free installation, the homeowner
was pleased with both performance and
aesthetics.Homeowner John Mitchell
comments: “Great communication and prompt,
friendly service. We had secondary glazing fitted
throughout our 17 century listed farmhouse and
it is noticeably warmer, but most importantly for
us the condensation has been massively
reduced!”

Case Study: Yew Tree Farm - Retford



What Our Customers Say - Google Reviews

I must have spoken to at least 6 other companies before I spoke to Arctic Glaze and was

almost ready to give up the project due to the painful process and extortionate pricing. I

was also reluctant to part with my money as most companies asked for large deposit or

the guarantee was not worth the paper it was written on.

They also could not even provide photos of what the end product so i did not know what i

was buying.

However, Arctic Glaze literally saved the day and managed to complete my project within

days of quoting. The whole process was like a walk in the park due to the BRILLIANT

Louisa who was just to lovely and polite and the super skilled Jonathan who did an

AMAZING job of the installation. When I saw the end product, I was literally speechless as

it was so beautifully finished and in keeping with the original frame. He even kindly put the

blinds on for me too. Honestly, cannot recommend them enough!

From the initial quote to the fitting of our windows, the service provided by Jonathan has

been exceptional.

We had three windows secondary glazed to help reduce traffic noise and retain more heat

- what a difference they have made!

Thank you again , it was a real pleasure to have you in our home.

Jane Remmington -

Great service, great company. Jonathan did an amazing job adding secondary glazing to

our sash bathroom window. Couldn't be happier with the results.

James Firminger -

I live on Dumers Lane, Radcliffe on a road where the traffic never stops as it is the road

that leads to Bury and Manchester and it was impossible to sleep in the front bedroom

because of all the traffic noise but having had secondary glazing fitted in my front

bedroom in conjunction with the existing double glazing, the traffic noise is now literally

zero, it really is amazing, it's as though somebody waved a magic wand and stopped all

the traffic noise.

But as well as stopping all the traffic noise, the secondary glazed window also looks great

as well.

Sean Dobson -

Arctic Glaze installed secondary glazing in six windows at our grade II listed farmhouse.

We are absolutely delighted with the work Jonathan and team have done, the results are

excellent and exceeded our expectations. Road noise has been eliminated and the

secondary glazing fits perfectly as well as looking discreet. It was a pleasure to work with

Jonathan and team and we would have no hesitation in recommending Arctic Glaze.

Nicholas Bullock -

Shaina Khan -



Secondary Glazing FAQ’s

Secondary glazing is commonly recommended to reduce noise entering your home.
Homeowners will often see a noise reduction of up to 80% - this can be the equivalent of
54 decibels. For homes with severe noise issues, we would often recommend the
installation of 6.8 acoustic laminated glass. This glass is specifically designed to reduce
noise from close by vehicles.

What additional noise insulation does secondary glazing provide?

Secondary glazing is a discreet internal window that is installed within the interior of the
building. It is commonly installed to provide increased security while offering enhanced
thermal and acoustic insulation. It is often recommended to be installed within listed
buildings to further insulate single glazed windows however, it is commonly found in
newer buildings as it can help decrease heating costs and prevent noise from close by
traffic entering your property. Modern secondary double glazing is manufactured from
durable aluminium and can be powder coated in over 200 RAL colours. Multiple styles are
available which means it can be installed to complement all window and property types.

What is secondary glazing?

Secondary glazing acts as a second barrier that reduce heat loss by as much as 65%. The
installation will prevent cold draughts entering your home and make rooms feel warmer.
For optimum thermal efficiency we recommend the installation of Low-E glass, this type of
glass has a microscopic coating that is designed to reflect heat back into the room.

Can secondary glazing reduce heat loss?

For optimum acoustic performance, we would recommend installing the secondary
glazing system up to 150mm away from your primary window. If this isn’t possible, we
would advise a thicker glass specification as this would have a greater impact upon
preventing noise from entering your home.

To provide enhanced thermal insulation, we suggest that the secondary glazed system is
installed as close to the primary window as possible. This installation method creates a
smaller air cavity that can effectively reduce heat loss.

Can secondary glazing reduce heat loss?

Our aluminium frames are powder coated making them easy to clean and are available in
over 200 RAL colours. Secondary glazing that is finished in white is the most cost-
effective option. If you want grey, black, brown or a different coloured option, you would
expect to see a 10% - 15% uplift in price. Secondary glazing is installed as standard with a
white UPVC finishing trim. For coloured windows you can select the UPVC white finishing
trim or for an additional charge a painted timber trim.

Can secondary glazing reduce heat loss?

We operate across the whole of the United kingdom.

Do you install within my area?

Alongside providing specialist secondary glazing installations we often install a range of
products including, Composite doors, uPVC, Timber and aluminium windows. Please
speak with us for more information on the additional product ranges that we supply.

Do you install primary windows and doors?

Once your initial order is placed, we typically install within 10 – 15 working days. We can
install on all weekdays and where required weekends.

What lead-times do you provide?

Secondary glazing can be installed within Grade I and Grade II listed buildings however, we
would always recommend that you speak with your local authority or local conservation
officer. In some cases, you may require listed building consent where we can provide
images and evidence of previous installations which will show the style of secondary
glazing you require. Alongside this we can provide technical drawings for you to share
with your local authority prior to installation.

Can secondary glazing be installed within listed properties? Do I need planning

permission?



Telephone: 01246 807 388

Email: info@arcticglaze.com
Website: www.arcticglaze.com

Arctic Glaze is acknowledged as the
UK’s leading specialist designer,
supplier and installer of bespoke
aluminium secondary glazing. We

provide solutions that will substantially
increase both acoustic and thermal
performance while offering enhanced

security features.

As leading specialists, we provide
tailored solutions to increase the

performance of your existing windows.


